Deloitte Global predicts that traditional TV viewing (see below for definition) among 18-24 year olds will decline by 5 to 15 percent per year in the US, Canada and the UK in both 2018 and 2019. In each market, this would be a rate of decline similar to that of the past seven years. The decline is neither exacerabating nor improving; there is no tipping point, and viewing is not collapsing. We expect 18-24 year olds in all three markets to watch at least 80 to 120 minutes of TV per day in 2018, with variation by season.

Deloitte Global further predicts that through 2023, annual TV viewing drops in the 5 to 15 percent range should continue. However, we think it is possible the rate of decline may be at the lower end of the range as the impact of the forces that have been distracting young people from traditional TV weaken.

In the past five years, all millennials in general and trailing millennials in particular have been lured by smartphones, computers, social media, YouTube and other short-form aggregators, subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) services like Netflix, and video piracy: All these distractions are reaching saturation (perhaps as early as 2018, but very likely by 2020) in these three large English-speaking markets and are showing flattening annual growth in penetration and usage, meaning that the erosion of TV minutes may well slow, even if it does not stop altogether.

The definition of “TV viewing” has evolved over time and varies by country. When current measurement systems were implemented, TV programs were viewed only on TV sets, and almost all viewing was live, so measurement was relatively straightforward. As of 2017, in the US and Canada, TV viewing includes live and time-shifted viewing of TV content on TV sets, connected TV devices, computers, smartphones and tablets.

The scope has changed over time, and data from earlier periods may not include viewing on some of those non-TV devices (tablets were added only in the past year, for example). Further, the period included as live and time-shifted has changed over the years. In the UK, it means programs viewed on a TV set, either live or time-shifted by no more than eight days. Viewing, either live or time-shifted, on other devices is not included. In all three markets, TV viewing excludes SVOD services such as Netflix, online video content such as YouTube or pirated content, regardless of viewing device.

Millennials, also known as Gen Y in some countries, are those born between 1981 and 2000, who will be 18 to 37 years old in 2018. Demographers often split them into two groups, leading millennials being older and those 18-24 in 2018 belong to the category of trailing millennials. However, our prediction is not about trailing millennials per se; it is about the media behaviors of 18-24 year olds, considering past behavior, present dynamics and future outlook. The data we analyze looks at measured consumption of 18-24 year olds from 2011 (whose cohort is now 25 to 31 years old). This prediction is mainly about the age group, not the cohort. That said, when predicting future behavior of 18-24 year olds, it is also important to consider current behaviors among 10-18 year olds today.

In the past five years, all millennials in general and trailing millennials in particular have been lured by smartphones, computers, social media, YouTube and other short-form aggregators, subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) services like Netflix, and video piracy.
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Figure 21 shows the annual changes in traditional TV viewing for similar youth age groups in the US, UK and Canada from 2011 to the present (the blue box at the end of this prediction provides guidance on interpreting this chart). Traditional TV viewing by 18-24 year olds is in structural decline. This is an enduring trend. In the period from 2011 to 2013, annual declines for this age group varied by quarter but were largely in the range of zero to 10 percent.

As of 2014, there were sharper drops in viewing, and since then, annual declines have tended to be in a range from about four percent to about 11 percent, with 53 of the 76 quarterly data points in the chart falling into that range. As those in other media businesses disrupted by digital can attest, single-digit declines are far preferable to double-digit ones.

Figure 21. Yearly change in traditional TV viewing by young people for the US, UK and Canada, 2011-17

It seems likely for the rest of 2017 that we will see more severe viewing declines in the US and the UK. The US presidential election caused a spike in TV news viewing by young people.\textsuperscript{236} Even in the UK, the US election TV ratings in 2016 were double those in 2012.\textsuperscript{231} Therefore, the year-over-year comparisons are likely suffering in 2017 now that the big TV news events are probably over.

Young people in the US are still watching over 100 minutes of traditional TV per day as of 2017. We expect smaller declines in 2018 and 2019 than in 2017.

The trend does not seem to be accelerating. There have been some quarters in which the annual rate of decline has exceeded 15 percent in the UK and in the 20 percent range in the US in two quarters, but these appear to be outliers.

UK declines look stable, and in both Canada and the US, there seems to be a stable-to-moderating trend in annual drops in TV viewing by this youngest age group. That could change, but the worst seems to have passed.

The reason is that it seems recent declines in traditional TV viewing by 18-24 year olds were in large part caused by smartphones, SVOD services, social media, piracy and ad-supported online video, all of which have acted as competitors or substitutes for traditional TV. All of these options existed before 2014, when viewing by 18-24 year olds started declining faster, but entered the steep part of adoption and usage curves more recently and collectively diverted 18-24 year old eyeballs away from TV sets. (Video games are also a distraction, but they have been so for decades, at a constant level.)\textsuperscript{237}

Sources: Nielsen, Numeris and BARB


None of these factors should become significantly much less or more important going forward.

**Smartphones are near ubiquitous among trailing millennials; penetration cannot grow much further.**

Ownership of smartphones among 18-24 year olds in the US surged from 55 percent in 2012 to 94 percent in 2015 but remained unchanged in 2016. UK and Canadian smartphone penetration for this age group is similar in 2017, at 95 percent and 92 percent, respectively.

**Growth in time spent with smartphones may be about to start slowing.** In the US, time spent on apps and the web among 18-24 year olds surged from 90 minutes daily in 2015 to 156 minutes per day in 2017, a 73 percent increase. But 18-24 year olds in the US are already spending more minutes per day with their phones than watching TV (156 minutes versus 124 minutes). We expect smartphone time will continue to increase, and TV time continue to decrease, but given the finite number of media minutes in a day, it seems likely that smartphone minutes will not increase as quickly in the future as they have in the past.

**Smartphone screen area is unlikely to continue growing.** The larger the smartphone screen, the more viable this device is for watching video. In the US, as of September 2014, there were 60 million phones with screens larger than 4.5 inches. The other 120 million phones were smaller. By December 2016, there were only 40 million of the smaller phones and 160 million larger ones. Given new product launches, over half of all new phones may have screens over 5.5 inches, compared with 5 inches in 2016, which is likely to drive a little more mobile video viewing, but the magnitude will likely be smaller than we saw after the increase from 4.5 inches. Bigger smartphone screens have meant that 18-24 year olds have gone from watching 4.6 minutes of video on their phones daily in 2015 to 11.9 minutes in 2017. But phones are unlikely to get any larger going forward, as it seems we are close to the maximum most people will use, given the size of the average hand, a desire by some for single-handed use and the size of the average pocket.

More young people have SVOD services such as Netflix and use them more each day. Netflix access among US 18-34 year olds (not just trailing millennials) almost doubled from 28 percent in 2012 to 50 percent by 2015. Adding other streaming services to Netflix, SVOD penetration in the trailing millennial demographic is much higher. According to a Deloitte Global 2017 survey (see Figure 22), 89 percent of US 18-24 year olds have a subscription to an SVOD service, while the number in English-speaking Canada is about 90 percent. (SVOD penetration in French-speaking Canada is about 20 percentage points lower.) Daily usage for Netflix globally was about 1.2 hours per subscriber per day in 2012 and 1.8 hours in 2017. But that number isn't growing in the way it has in the past. More recent quarters suggest that daily viewing seems to be about flat year-over-year, which suggests that in 2018, streaming will not be subtracting much more from TV viewing. There are other SVOD services, but as Figure 22 shows, they seem likely to have a weaker effect on TV viewing than Netflix due to lower penetration, especially in English-speaking Canada. In that market, although some respondents had more than one SVOD subscription, all of them had Netflix at a minimum.

**Figure 22. SVOD subscriptions for 18-24 years olds in the US and English-speaking Canada, 2017**

- **US**
- **English Canada**

Young people are consuming more streaming video from services such as YouTube. Streaming video hours weekly for US millennials rose from 1.6 hours in Q4 of 2013 to 5.7 hours in the same quarter of 2015, more than tripling in two years.\textsuperscript{242} Although we expect the number to continue growing, it seems unlikely that it will triple again in the next two years.

Social media apps are ubiquitous and time-consuming. As of December 2016, over 60 percent of US 18-34 year olds were on Snapchat, over 75 percent were on Instagram and 95 percent were on Facebook. Daily use of each platform by those aged 18-34 years averaged 14 minutes, 13 minutes and over 30 minutes, respectively – meaning that between the three, total daily social media usage approaches one hour.\textsuperscript{243} Snapchat was used by 38 percent of US 18-24 year olds in December 2013 and by 78 percent in December 2016.\textsuperscript{244} However, time spent by 18-34 year olds on social media is growing more slowly (at 21 percent year-over-year) than it is for 35-49 year olds (29 percent) and for those over 50 (64 percent).\textsuperscript{245} Social media time for millennials may increase but is unlikely to double again in the near term. Time allocated to social media has been shifting between platforms, and that is likely to continue, but the overall time spent on social media appears to be plateauing at around an hour per day for 18-24 year olds.

Young people may have reached peak piracy levels. Although millennials are now less likely to download, they are still pirating video content, largely via streaming. Of 18-24 year olds in 2016, 42 percent said they illegally streamed video on their desktop/laptop, and 41 percent said they were streaming illegally on their mobile devices.\textsuperscript{246} Data for piracy is hard to measure directly, and self-reported surveys are likely to be inaccurate, but based on a series of focus groups with 18-35 year olds in North America, Europe and the Nordics, we believe that although young people are unlikely to pirate less content, it is not the case that piracy levels are accelerating.


244. Ibid., slide 35.


The kids are alright: no tipping point in TV viewing trends for 18-24 year olds

Although traditional TV viewing is declining, the relative proportions that are viewing live and time-shifted TV are not changing much over time. In 2017, 90.8 percent of TV viewing by US 18-24 year olds was live, up fractionally from 90.5 percent in the same quarter of 2015. This suggests that even as younger viewers change some of their video consumption to streaming services or to non-video alternatives, there is a “core” of TV options they continue to prefer to watch live.

What genres of traditional TV are millennials 18-34 years old watching? In 2017 in the US, sports was still a big draw, with six of the top 20 shows and five of the top 10 being American football. Reality shows were also popular, with three of the top 20 from this category, although none were in the top 10. The other top 20 shows for the year were a mix of comedy, drama, police procedurals and animation. It seems likely that these patterns will continue, and TV producers and advertisers will continue to need a balanced mix of genres to reach younger viewers, with no category (except perhaps live sports) dominating.

Although younger viewers may be less likely to watch traditional TV (either through a distributor such as a cable, telco or satellite provider) and over-the-air (OTA) with a digital antenna, they are more likely than other demographics to consume SVOD services. More important, they are more likely to subscribe to multiple services; in a 2017 US study, nearly a quarter of 18-29 year olds who were SVOD subscribers, compared with only 18 percent of the adult subscribing population as a whole, were paying for three or more separate subscriptions. That same age group was also the most willing to pay for live SVOD content, with two-thirds of men in the demographic willing to pay for live TV.

It seems likely the industry should look closely at moving beyond the arbitrary split of watching traditional linear TV (either on a TV or on any device) and watching the same thing but streaming over the internet. Measuring total audience will likely become best practice, with one large US sports network already moving in this direction in late 2017. The shift in viewing minutes will continue, and TV producers and advertisers will continue to need a balanced mix of genres to reach younger viewers, with no category (except perhaps live sports) dominating.

Finally, as mentioned above, it is important to watch the habits of those who are the 18-24 year olds of the future. In both the US and the UK, their traditional TV viewing is declining as well, and often by annual percentages even worse than we have seen from current 18-24 year olds. In the UK, viewing by children (those under 16) has declined by over five percentage points more than viewing by 16-24 year olds since 2010, and in the US, the decline in TV viewing by 12-17 year olds has fallen by two percentage points more than 18-24 year old viewing. If the habits of this next generation persist over the next few years, our projections for stable or even less-severe declines could be wrong.

The bottom line

The traditional TV businesses – broadcasters, distributors and advertisers – should assume that 18-24 year old viewing minutes will continue to see annual declines in the high single digits. But they should not expect sustained double-digit declines. US TV viewing by 18-24 year olds will, depending on the quarter, probably be 90 to 110 minutes daily in 2018, and 80 to 100 minutes daily in 2019, with UK and Canadian minutes declining to roughly the same levels.

Although traditional TV viewing is declining, the relative proportions that are viewing live and time-shifted TV are not changing much over time. In 2017, 90.8 percent of TV viewing by US 18-24 year olds was live, up fractionally from 90.5 percent in the same quarter of 2015. This suggests that even as younger viewers change some of their video consumption to streaming services or to non-video alternatives, there is a “core” of TV options they continue to prefer to watch live.

What genres of traditional TV are millennials 18-34 years old watching? In 2017 in the US, sports was still a big draw, with six of the top 20 shows and five of the top 10 being American football. Reality shows were also popular, with three of the top 20 from this category, although none were in the top 10. The other top 20 shows for the year were a mix of comedy, drama, police procedurals and animation. It seems likely that these patterns will continue, and TV producers and advertisers will continue to need a balanced mix of genres to reach younger viewers, with no category (except perhaps live sports) dominating.

Although younger viewers may be less likely to watch traditional TV (either through a distributor such as a cable, telco or satellite provider) and over-the-air (OTA) with a digital antenna, they are more likely than other demographics to consume SVOD services. More important, they are more likely to subscribe to multiple services; in a 2017 US study, nearly a quarter of 18-29 year olds who were SVOD subscribers, compared with only 18 percent of the adult subscribing population as a whole, were paying for three or more separate subscriptions. That same age group was also the most willing to pay for live SVOD content, with two-thirds of men in the demographic willing to pay for live TV.

It seems likely the industry should look closely at moving beyond the arbitrary split of watching traditional linear TV (either on a TV or on any device) and watching the same thing but streaming over the internet. Measuring total audience will likely become best practice, with one large US sports network already moving in this direction in late 2017. The shift in viewing minutes will continue, and TV producers and advertisers will continue to need a balanced mix of genres to reach younger viewers, with no category (except perhaps live sports) dominating.

Finally, as mentioned above, it is important to watch the habits of those who are the 18-24 year olds of the future. In both the US and the UK, their traditional TV viewing is declining as well, and often by annual percentages even worse than we have seen from current 18-24 year olds. In the UK, viewing by children (those under 16) has declined by over five percentage points more than viewing by 16-24 year olds since 2010, and in the US, the decline in TV viewing by 12-17 year olds has fallen by two percentage points more than 18-24 year old viewing. If the habits of this next generation persist over the next few years, our projections for stable or even less-severe declines could be wrong.
Details on interpreting the chart

01. Line thickness indicates population size. The age break used in the US and Canada is 18-24 year olds, while the UK age break is 16-24 year olds.

02. In the period measured, there were about 25 million to 27 million 18-24 year olds in the US, about 7 million 16-24 year olds in the UK, and over 3 million 18-24 year olds in Canada.

03. Data in each country is sourced from the traditional leaders in TV viewing measurement: Nielsen in the US, BARB in the UK and Numeris in Canada.

04. There are multiple important differences in the measurement methodologies used by the three data providers. These are far too many to enumerate, but they almost certainly matter. Some viewing data includes tablet viewing, while some does not. Some is passively measured, others rely on diaries, and the definition of live is different, etc.

05. The Canadian data is annual instead of quarterly.

06. There are important country differences. Just a few examples:

A. Although used for a small portion of all viewing, BBC iPlayer is a factor in the UK (and appeals to younger viewers), and there is no real equivalent in the North American markets. As of 2017, 44 percent of all iPlayer users were aged 16 to 34, the single largest demographic, and for comparison, that same age group made up only 30 percent of both TV and radio audiences.

B. In Canada, TV habits of English-speaking and French-speaking (about 22 percent of the population) viewers are sharply different, with French speakers watching more traditional TV each day and annual declines being lower. As of 2017, 57 percent of those in English-speaking Canadian homes subscribed to a video-streaming service, but only 38 percent in French-speaking homes had a streaming subscription.

C. In the US market, there are large differences within the population in terms of race, with the average 18-24 year old watching about 151 minutes of live and time-shifted TV per day in Q4 2016, while the average Black American of the same age was watching 246 minutes (63 percent more than the composite average) and the average Asian American was watching only 83 daily minutes (45 percent less than the composite).

07. Although younger viewers are moving some of their daily video minutes away from traditional TV comedy and drama, other categories such as sports viewing have remained relatively strong. Therefore, sports viewing now makes up an increasing percentage of total traditional TV viewing for young people. That’s great for sports and traditional TV, since it is watched live and with strong ad loads and subscription fees. But it also means that analyzing annual trends is more complicated, volatile and country-specific. Three examples:

A. Whether in regards to the football World Cup or the Champions League, strong or weak performance by any of the UK teams has a large positive or negative effect on viewing in the UK market. Although some in North America watch these matches, the effect on viewing numbers is much smaller.
B. Meanwhile, NFL (football) is the dominant TV sport in the US. A period of slightly declining ratings (as was seen in the first half of the 2016-17 season) would have a material impact on TV viewing by young people. Assuming they watch on average 120 minutes of TV per day in that fall football quarter, even a six-minute decline in NFL viewing would cause a drop in younger viewing figures.

C. In Canada, neither kind of football is as important for traditional TV; instead, it is NHL (ice hockey). A playoff year that saw no Canada-based teams perform well would see much smaller audiences than a year when several Canadian teams (especially those based in larger markets) made it through several rounds. A five-to-10-minute per day impact for 18-24 year olds would be a conservative estimate.

08. Equally, although Figure 21 shows relatively stable, mainly single-digit, annual declines in the US, UK and Canada over recent years, data from other countries shows a different story. Figure 23 shows annual data over the same time span as Figure 21 for a mix of “younger” demographics from the Nordic countries of Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway. These countries tend to have high levels of English fluency, and adoption of streaming services and other international content has been rapid. As can be seen, viewing has tended to decline but with rapid year-over-year changes: Danish millennials went from a 14 percent viewing decline in 2013 to a 0 percent decline in 2014 and then plunged to a nearly 18 percent decline in 2016. And although 2016 viewing declines were in double digits in Sweden, Denmark and Norway, Finnish 15-24 year olds saw a moderating decline in the same year of only 3 percent. 2017 data will be needed, but at this time, it seems impossible to predict Nordic millennial viewing for future years; no clear trend is visible.\(^\text{(230)}\)

---

**Figure 23. Yearly change in traditional TV viewing by young people, Nordics 2011-16**
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Sources: Kantar Gallup Denmark, Finnpanel, Kantar TNS Norway, MMS.